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Abstract. Information systems have played an important role in organizations,
especially in the business field. Organizational semiotics is one of the social technical approaches that considers information through the signs, norms or activities
performed within an organization. This paper proposes a conceptual design of
the boundary between information systems and organizational semiotics. To perform this task, a Point of Sale (POS) information system for a restaurant was
developed as a case study in Apurimac Peru. The system allows the waiter to
customize the food and drink orders. To validate this proposal three type of techniques were performed: document review, observation and interview. Also participated in the proof of concept the following people: waiter, customer, owner,
cashier and cook. The collected results highlight the three layers and the morphology in the restaurant information system linked to organizational semiotics.
Keywords: Organizational Semiotics, Information System, Point of Sale, Restaurant.
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Introduction

In recent years, Point of Sale (POS) information systems for restaurants have undergone
interesting changes to implement various communication and information technologies
to improve efficiency and customer service, among other aspects [1]. Decades ago, the
restaurants used cash registers and papers with pens for annotations, now restaurants
use POS terminals with touch screens and mobile devices. These changes encompass
both the software and hardware that top-performing restaurants are using today to improve: customer satisfaction, business operations and increase revenues.
The definition of POS is a retail store, a cashier at the store, or the location where
the transaction occurred. More specifically, POS often refers to the hardware and software used for checkouts - the equivalent of an electronic cash registers many years ago.

POS are used in supermarkets, restaurants, hotels, stadiums, and virtually any type of
retail business.
With growth in the use of mobile technology, nowadays, in the restaurants waiters
can improve the food ordering using "all in one" computers with touch screens and
mobile devices like tablets or cell phones. The allure of mobility, which enables tableside ordering and payment processing, may be having the greatest impact on purchase
decisions, at least in table service environments [2].
According to Sarkar [3], the food ordering system, until a few years ago, was a completely manual process where a waiter used to note down orders from the customers
using pen and paper, then take the orders to the kitchen, bring the food to the customer
and then make the bill. Although this system was simple it required extensive investment in purchase and storage of paper, large manpower and also was prone to human
errors and greater time consumption. In order to overcome these limitations in the manual systems, some systems were developed later like Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)
based systems and touchable tablets restaurant management systems to automate food
ordering process.
The restaurants are organizations with business that are highly prospective, because
everyone has to eat and the amount of opportunities and the chance to grow are in line
with the growing market. Employees and customers use signs, objects, norms and language to communicate each other, this means that they are using semiotics approach
and information systems.
This article draws the relation between Information Systems and Organizational Semiotics, analyzing the objects of the ticket for Point of Sale System Information.
Section II of this article presents and discusses the document review; section III explains the design and implementation of the proposed design; section IV explains the
findings of the proposed design; finally, section V describes the conclusions and future
work of this research.
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Document Review

Semiotics. Semiotics is the study of signs. Sign refers to anything that stands to someone for something else in a given context [4]. Also, it is the study of the meaning of
sign processes and meaningful communication. This includes the study of signs and
sign processes (semiosis), analogy, metaphor, symbolism, signification, and communication. Within the organizational semiotics literature, three forms of activities are discussed, namely substantive, communication and control [5].
Organizational Semiotics. Organizational Semiotics tries to understand organizations based on the use of all kinds of elements like: signs, texts, documents, sign-based
artefacts and communication, thereby using the results of for instance psychology, sociology, economics, and information systems science as basic disciplines. One of the
aims of organizational semiotics is to show what you are doing when you are trying to
understand, design or change organizations in terms of the use of for instance models
and metaphors. This is done in order to prevent people being trapped in the unconscious

use of a specific metaphor or model type, and to make design space which is visible
[6].
The Organizational Onion and Norms. The Organizational Onion categorizes
Norms into three types: technical, formal and informal [5] as shown in the Figure 1.
Technical Norms represent formal norms that have been digitalized; Formal Norms are
documented and bureaucratic rules or standards into the organization; and Informal
Norms are unstructured and undocumented rules or standards [4].
Informal Norms
(Physical)
Formal Norms
(Physical)

Technical Norms
(Digital)

Fig. 1. The Organization Onion.

Semiotic Triangle. The study of signs must be united with the study of norms. From a
triadic perspective, Peirce’s version of semiotic triangle presents semantic relationship
between: sign, object and interpretant [4]. Figure 2 shows that, as one interpretation,
the interpretant must have knowledge or norm in order to associate the sign with the
object.
Interpretant

Sign
Fig. 2.

Object
The Semiotic Triangle

Semiotics and Information Systems. Stamper [7] has developed a semiotic framework (figure 3) which guides us in examining all the aspects of the signs and studying
how signs are used for communication and coordination in an organizational context.

Human Information
Functions

SOCIAL WORLD beliefs, expectations
functions, commitments, contracts, law, culture,
…

PRACMATICS intentions, communications,
conversations, negotiations, …
SEMANTICS meanings, propositions,
validity, truth, signification, denotations, …
The IT
Platform

SYNTACTICS formal structure, language, logic,
Data, records, deduction, software, files, …
EMPIRICS pattern, variety, noise, entropy,
channel capacity, redundancy, efficiency, codes, …

PHYSICAL WORLD signals, traces, traces, physical distinctions,
hardware, component density, speed, economics, …

Fig. 3. The Semiotic Framework proposed by Stamper

Organizations have both a technical and a social dimension and their performance relies
heavily on their ability to integrate both of these dimensions. From this semiotic perspective the IT platform serves the technical business operations whilst the human information functions capture the social dimension of business activities. From the semiotic perspective, an organization is essentially an information system. This is because
in the organizations, information is created, stored, and processed to communicate, coordinate and to achieve the organizational objectives [8].
The organization is the whole system. Stamper [7] mention that: Within the organization, there are three categories of activities: Substantive (Organizational objectives),
Communication (message passing) and Control (accomplishment of Substantive and
Communication), as shown in figure 4. The substantive activities are governed by the
assignments and tasks that are derived from the organizational objectives within a given
institutional structure. Results of the actions in this category are supposed to contribute
directly to the attainment of the business goals of the organization. The actions will
normally result in changes physically or socially [8].

Whole System X

Sustantive X.s

Informal

Formal

Message Passing X.m

Control X.c

IT
Substantive part of
Message X.m.s

Message about
Message X.m.m

Control of
Message X.m.c

…

Fig. 4. System and categories of activities (morphology proposed by Stamper)

The substantive activities are carried out in three sub-systems; each depends on another
and interacts with one another (figure 5). Informal context is represented as a subculture; Formal context is represented by defined norms or bureaucracy; and IT context
automates part of the formal system. The scope of each sub-system is not always clear,
and the boundary between these sub-systems can become fuzzy (therefore the dotted
lines in the figure). Changing in one sub-system will definitely have impact on others.
For example, re-engineering business processes will cause the need for re-design of the
IT system, and vice versa [7].

Informal Sub-System
Sub-culture meanings are established, intentions understood, beliefs, commitments and responsibilities
made, altered and discharged

Formal Sub-System
Bureaucracy where form and rule replace meaning and intention
IT Sub System
Automates part of
the formal system

Fig. 5. Information System and Organization proposed by Stamper
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Conceptual Design

Some research papers have attempted to explain the conceptual relationship between
organizational semiotics and information systems in other context such as healthcare,
education and business [9][10][11][12].

For this work we used the sign-based Semiotic Communication and the System Oriented Approach of Semiotic Organization which includes Sign System Oriented Approach. Sign System Oriented Approach studies media (spoken language, texts, instruments, computer interfaces) as sign systems, and see the use of these media by people
as based on systems of narration and interpretation. User interaction with media (texts,
computer interfaces, instruments) is observed, as well as communication between people at work [13].
3.1

Logical Architecture for Restaurants Information System

The process (formal and informal layer) starts when the customer calls the waiter to put
the food order, then the waiter communicates the order to the cook in the kitchen area,
cook prepares the food and waiter takes the food to the customer. Then the data is saved
to the dataset hosted in a webserver. Finally, the owner can ask by queries to the database for decision making about total amount obtained in a day.

Internet

Fig. 6. Information System and Organization

3.2

Methodology for this Qualitative Research

This study adopts a qualitative research approach, for this purpose we perform three
types of techniques presented as follows:
a) Theoretical and documentation review, this technique helped us to understand the
main concepts of semiotics, information systems and POS, this documentation includes: papers, books, norms, internal regulations in restaurants and so forth. The results of this item are shown in theoretical section.
b) Observation, in this case, we observed the employee’s and customer’s daily activities into the tableside ordering and payment processing.

c) Interviews, we conducted semi structured interviews to three waiters, five consumers and to the owner. The interviews were conducted at “Fastworkx” Company’s
leader office and “Il Gato pizzas and chicken” Restaurant in Abancay-Peru, on 27-30
September 2016. The results of the interviews are shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Type

Interviews Results

Question
Which are the principal rules or
norms for the restaurant?
What information do you need
for improve decision making?

Owner

Waiters

Customer

Are there some informal rules
for the business environment?

How do you know the opinion
of the customers?
How do you control de norms
accomplishment in your business?
Does the POS implemented
with touch screens improve
your time attention to the customer?
How is the communication
with food area?
How is the communication
with cashier?
How is the communication
with the customer?
The time attention (before
touch screen was implemented)
is less than POS system was
implemented?

Answer
- Schedule attention is one written rule
- Accounting rules, but it is done by an external worker.
- Total amount collected in the day is important,
- The most requested meals also it is important. Who is my best waiter? for example is very important.
- Discounts and Promotions in some days of
the week, for example on Tuesday because
we have less customers to attend.
- Sometimes home delivery, but often times
we don’t have human resources to attend it.
- Customer always has the reason!
- By the claims book, or sometimes by telephone calling.
- Some accounting information is given by
the POS system, but others not.
- Of course, and we can add or delete food
or drink items, now we can join tables in
the system.
- Something important is that with the implementation of the system, we don’t need
to go many times to the food area (as we
did before).
- The cashier can see all orders and the
amounts in the computer screen.
- The communication is calling the waiter
for food order and payment
- I think so
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Findings

This section presents the results of the methodology applied to the analysis of the relation between information system and the semiotics. The results of the Theoretical and
documentation review are shown in theoretical section.
4.1

Describing Morphology for a Restaurant Information System

The results of observation are shown in Fig. 6. Finally, the results of the interviews are
summarized in the Table 2. The interview results were taken and aligned with the concepts of the theoretical section, the proposal for the Morphology of Restaurant Information System was designed, as shown in the Table 3, and also Restaurant Information
System Layers are shown in the Table 1.
Table 2. Description of layers of Restaurant POS
Layer
Informal

Description
Cultural patterns norms

Formal

Play dominant
roles

Technical

IT System

4.2

Example for Restaurant
- Promotions
- Discounts
- Home delivery
- Attention to the Schedule
- Statistical information about consumption and earnings for decision making.
- Touch screen computer and mobile devices
- Ticket Printer
- Router
- POS software
- Network Connectivity

Describing Morphology for Restaurant Information System

Morphology describes the Activity and Description for Restaurant POS. Table3 shows
the Morphology for POS service.

Activity
Substantive

Communication

Control

Table 3. Morphology of Restaurant POS
Description
Example for Restaurant
The
objective - Quality of attention to customers
- Total amount earned during the day
norms
- Time for food ordering process
The interaction re- - Message from customer to waiter (food order)
- Message from waiter to Food preparation area (prelated norms.
pare food order)
- Message from customer to cashier area (Payment for
consumption)
The execution re- - Reviewing book of claims (customer satisfaction)
- Reviewing revenues (earnings)
lated norms
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper explores the relation between organizational semiotics and information system especially in the restaurant business field. For this purpose, a Point of Sale information system was developed to compare the theoretical concepts and the practical approach. The study was conducted qualitatively by using techniques of documentation
review, observation and interview. The information collected in documentation review
allowed us to understand the main concepts or organizational semiotics and technical,
formal and informal norms. The results obtained by the observation conducted us to
know; the activities performed by the stakeholders (customer, waiter/waitress, cook,
owner, and cashier); the communication between stakeholders; the business process
management into the organization and the logical architecture of the Point of Sale system
for restaurants. The results obtained by interview summarized the morphology for Restaurants Information System aligned with the Organizational Semiotics concepts. In future work, it is necessary to validate this proposal with other restaurants in different contexts.
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